
MATH 236 PROBLEMS FOR FUN AND REVIEW

Note: I wrote these problems keeping two things in mind. First of all, they should help you in your
preparation for the second class test. Secondly, and more importantly, these are amusing exercises
which should reinforce the concepts introduced in class and enhance your problem solving skills.
Feel free to work in groups.

(1) Answer the following questions in Z7.
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in Z7. (This is the sum of all the inverses of the non-zero
elements in Z7.)

(b) Express every non-zero element as a power of 3 in Z7.
(c) Evaluate 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 + · · ·+ 99 + 100 in Z7. (Equivalently, find the remainder obtained

when the sum of the first 100 positive integers is divided by 7.)

(2) Show that a5 ≡ a (mod 30) for integers a. Use this fact to find the remainder obtained when
610 is divided by 30.

(3) Show that if p is a prime, then every non-zero element a in Zp has an inverse a−1. (Recall that
the inverse a−1 in an element in Z5 which gives 1 when multiplied by a.) Use this fact to give a
formula for the linear equation ax = b in Zp when a 6= 0 in Zp. (This problem is essentially done in
the class. Refer to your class notes.)

(4) Find the remainder obtained when 44444444 is divided by 9.

(5) Find the last digit of 999
. (A more challenging problem is to find the last two digits of this

number.)

(6) Write down the addition and multiplication table for the following rings:

(1) Z6

(2) Z2 × Z2

(3) Z3 × Z2

(7) Without carrying out the actual multiplication, find the missing digit (x) in the calculation:

(51840)(273581) = 1418243x040.

(Hint: First work in Z9, and use the fact that an integer n is congruent to the sum of its digit
modulo 9. Show that x has to either 0 or 9. Then work in Z11 to show that x = 9. See a handout
in which I solved a similar problem.)

(8) An old and somewhat illegible invoice shows that 72 baskets were purchased for $x67.9y. Find
the missing digits x and y in the invoice. (What an amazing application of number theory! )
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